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Preface 

"apyarf}avasya puru$a~ prataran kadiicit 
iisiidayedanilavegavasena piiram I 

na tvasya kiilapuru$iikhyamahiir1Javasya 
piiraf!l kadiicidanr$ir manasii 'pi yiiyiit I I" 

"Swimming the ocean, a person, with the force of wind, 
may reach the other side of it, but, no one, other than a seer, 

can go beyond the limits of the ocean called Kalapuru~a Time incarnate." 

There are separate chapters in the Viikyapad'iya dealing with different 
concepts like dik, kiila, kriyii, etc. They are interesting particularly for 
studying them with a modem historical and comparative approach. Out 
of such concepts, I found kiila 'time', a more interesting concept 
which ha-; attracted attention of scholars from both the East and West. 
In recent days, different seminars and conferences have been 
conducted on the concept of time. I selected this topic with a view to 
finding out some relevant suggestions from the grammatical tradition 
itself which may help to understand the concept more in a 
comprehensive manner. I have tried to deal with this concept as it is 
discussed in the grammatical tradition. I have also tried to discuss the 
concept and the related issues with their proper perspectives. 

At the very outset, I must acknowledge my teacher and guide Prof. 
(Mrs.) Saroja Bhate without whose sincere guidance and co-operation, 
the work would not have been accomplished. I am indebted to Pandit 
V.B. Bhagwat with whom I had some preliminary discussions 
regarding the Kiilasamuddda which was of a great help to me. I take 
this opportunity to thank Prof. Luxmithathachar, Registrar, The 
Academy of Sanskrit Research, Melkote, who gave me a chance to 
participate in the workshop on time held at the auspices of the 
Academy during July, 1989. Dr. C.K. Raju, a member of the 
International Society for the study of Time, brought some Western 
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ideas on time for which I am thankful to him. I acknowledge Dr. Bipin 
Panigrahi, a scholar from Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay who 
brought some valuable information to my notice and gave some 
important suggestions. I am thankful to all those scholars who had 
attended and commented on my papers on time presented at the 
aforesaid workshop as well as at the 34th All India Oriental 
Conference, Vishakhapatnam and in the Seminar on "Hindu 
Grammatical Thought and Contemporary Linguistic Theories" at 
Bombay University. 

I must acknowledge with thanks the help rendered by the libraries 
of Centre of Advanced Study in Sanskrit, Bhandarkar Oriental 
Research Institute, Deccan College, Jayakar and Department of 
Philosophy whose materials I used extensively. 

At the last I sincerely thank Prof. Junsho Kato, Prof. Toshihiro Wada 
and Mr. K. Endo for their sincere help and co-operation extended 
during the days I was pursuing my studies in the Department of Indian 
Philosophy, University of Nagoya. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Prologue 

The notion of time figures very prominently in our perception of 
reality. It serves to order things and events in our environment and 
therefore, has immense significance in our everyday life. At the very 
physical level it helps us to comprehend change, production, 
continuation, destruction etc. Further, it provides the base on which the 
notion of relations, such as, priority, posteriority, simultaneity etc. are 
apprehended. It gives a shape to our understanding of the world by 
enabling us to build a sense of perspective, a faculty of human mind 
that distinguishes "now" from "then" by giving an appearance of 
succession to all events. Time, therefore, is the foundation on which 
man's perception of the immediate reality rests and hence is 
inseparable from human activity. 

As the most fundamental entity time has become a part of our 
everyday life. Everyone of us understands time. Everyday we use it. 
We also realize it. But, when a question about the definition or a 
rational explanation about time arises, it proves to be elusive. It 
appears as a mysterious entity that slips out of our hands just when we 
are about to hold it. The mystery that comprises the realization that 
within no moment the present becomes past, the future becomes 
present. It is precisely this mysterious aura around time that has drawn 
the attention of philosophers, scientists and scholars of different 
branches of knowledge. 

To solve the mysterious character of time, both philosophers and 
scientists have made various attempts. Yet, its mysterious nature 
persists because it is difficult to grasp it in our consciousness. That is 
why some have gone to the extent of saying that it is not possible to 
give a rational discursive treatment to it and it can only be grasped by 
intuition. 

One well recognised feature of time, kiila, is that it is familiar but 
least understood. Different cultures may differ in their characteristic 
concern, attitude or orientation so far as time is concerned but they 
have invariably noted this paradoxical feature of time. As a 
consequence this feature gets great importance. 

A brief gloss over the explanations about time provided by different 
cultures would throw light on the unique nature of time. Consider for 
instance the views or different philosophies of different times. For 
Plato, time is inseparable from the Universe right from the point of 
creation. While for Aristotle time is the numeral aspect of motion. In 
contrast, the Hindu world-view pictures time in different terms. As 
popularly comprehended, time is the lengthening of a metaphysical 
"timeless moment". Thus, all things are conditioned by time. The 
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Hindu world-view speaks of three different levelsl in which time 
operates. The first is the cosmic or epoch time determined in terms of 
the life-span of the Brahma. The second one is the calendar time, 
measured in units of days and months used in determining the seasons, 
historical eras etc. The last is horological time for measuring the 
duration or the day and is determined by the lesser units. 

The above discussion makes it abundantly clear that despite 
variations in approaches to defining time, time remains inevitable 
presence encompassing all spheres of human activity. It is here that 
'language' comes into picture and, being a vital instrument of human 
expression and communication, it is not independent of time. But it 
remains to be seen what aspect of language brings itself in touch with 
time. There can be several levels at which time has impact on 
language. A few of them may be summed up as follows: 

1) Language possesses a number of expressions denoting time 
relation: simultaneity, subsequence, precedence etc. Moreover, 
with the help of suffixes, it can express time and time aspect of 
action: kriyate, /q"tam, kari!jyati etc. The first example indicates 
(through the suffix te) present which is in continuation. The 
second (with the help of the suffix kta) indicates past activity and 
the third indicates the future time (with the help of suffix sya + 
ti) we make efficacious use of all these expressions in our 
everyday experience; there exists subsequently an empirical 
applicability (vyavahiira) of these expressions which would not be 
possible were it based on fiction. 2 

IT) In communication, language acts as an agent of description. To 
provide a correct description of an event or action so as to make it 
understandable, it is necessary to place it in a time perspective. 
This is where language depicts time: past, present or future. 

In order to represent the timeliness of an action or event, certain 
languages have certain commonly accepted norms. The grammar of 
such a language contains those norms. In order to project time, 
grammar sets up various rules that deal with tense, mood etc. For 
instance, the three broad levels of time that we encounter in our life, 
namely, past, present and future~ are expressed by some grammatical 
elements. 

Thus, the efficiency of a particular language in delineating the time 
of happenings is largely dependent upon the concept of time that is 
embodied in grammar. This may vary from language to language. For 
example, there are eleven different time levels that Sanskrit language 
can efficiently convey through its tenses. It is here that the 
grammatical tradition becomes relevant. Grammatical tradition refers 
to the continuity and development in grammatical thought within the 

1 Hindu World, p. 503. 
2 Essays on Time in Buddhism, p. 316. 
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framework of that particular language. It is worth-mentioning here 
that in India, it is Pfu).inian tradition which is fully developed and 
nourished with enriched thought. So, here, we are concerned with 
P~inian tradition. 

Again, it is here in India that the grammatical analysis developed in 
a way which was later on developed to a subject of language 
philosophy. Unlike other philosophical systems in India, the subject 
matter of grammar or grammatical philosophy touched the crux of 
deciding the goal of human life. Language, here is considered, not 
only a mere vehicle of communication, or a means of expression but 
also the goal in itself. According to Bhaitfhari, there is no cognition in 
the world which does not involve language. 3 It is here that grammar 
becomes a relevant subject of study to that aspect by way of a cure for 
the stains (by identifying incorrect usages) which affect speech, and 
thus becomes the door to that ultimate. 4 Thus, according to Bhartrhari, 
the Ultimate Reality is Sabda or called Sabdabrahman which is a 
unitary principle in essence and centre of all cognition. The concept of 
time here appears as a power of that Sabdabrahman. In the 
metaphysics of Bhaitfhari, there are different powers of which time is 
an independent power. This aspect of time, however, as it appears, was 
not an interesting subject of discussion after Bhartrhari. Nevertheless, 
the later grammatical school was well-furnished with the discussions 
involving the grammatical or morphological aspect of time. 

Thus, the concept of time in Indian grammatical tradition has been 
the subject of discussion for a long time. But, quite a few researches 
have been conducted both in ancient and modern times. Some of them 
constitute the primary texts, such as, the Viikyapadfya in which the 
concept of timeS is discussed; while others have tried to interpret these 
texts, thus trying to offer a clearer picture of the issues. 

In the present dissertation, an attempt is made to show a systematic 
exposition of the various theoretical and conceptual problems, 
interpretations and explanations contained therein, with a holistic 

3 VP. I.123. 

4 Ibid. 1.14; Edward Sapir, a modem linguist also holds the same view (Edwars Sapir, Lan
guage, New York, Harcourt, Brace and World, 1949, p. 15). 

5 As Prof. Aklujkar ('An Introduction to the Study on Bhartrhari,' p. 10) points out in con
nection with the selection of topic of research in Bharqhari: "In writing a dissertation that focused 
on determining the basic or fundamental ideas attributed to Bhartrbari, it was possible to follow 
two paths. One was to let an overarching structure of presentation emerge out of the special 
individual observations collected as a result of a careful and comprehensive consultation of primary 
sources, ... The second possible path was to follow the major concepts the ancient and medieval 
Indian tradition and the preceding generations of modem scholars seemed to associate with 
Bharqhari and to investigate each of them or the more important among them from the point of 
view of determinating, accurately and throughly, their nature and scope, as understood by 
Bhartrbari. Among such concepts, the ones that rather readily come to mind are: brahman (sabda
tattva-brahman, sabdabrahman), viikya, ... kriyii, kiila, puru~a, ... pralqti etc." 
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approach towards the concept.6 Here, Bhartrhari's idea of time is 
discussed in details. The position in trimunivyiikaral}a i.e., in the works 
of P~ini, Katyayana and Patafijali, has been clarified. The position of 
later grammatical tradition is also stated and discussed. 

To evaluate their position in the grammatical tradition, a brief survey 
of such literature/studies in the field, thus, becomes necessary. A 
number of works dealing with the concept are surveyed in the next 
section. Before that it is for the sake an overall view of the concept that 
the treatment of time both in Western and Indian philosophy has been 
discussed in a nutshell first in the ensuing pages. 

1. A Brief History of the Study on Time 
in the Western Tradition? 

Our Vedic writers felt the difficulties involved in the idea of change 
and declared that the world we see around us is a mere appearance of 
Reality and Reality itself always remains unchanged. The first great 
thinker of the West who philosophised on this problem also came to the 
same conclusion. 

According to Parmenides8- 'a thing is' (it does exist). Whatever is 
not, i.e., has no being, cannot be thought or spoken of, for that is 
logically impossible.9 As the past can be thought or spoken of, it has 
not passed away into non-being but still is. As the future also can be 
thought or spoken of, it already is and cannot be said to be going to be. 
Since whatever is in the past, present and future, there is no coming 
into being or ceasing to be, no becoming, no passing away. In other 
words there is no change in time. There being no change in time, 
Reality is eternal and unchanging.lO 

6 Aklujkar as against the second path, argues (ibid., p. 11): "In scores of research writings, 
Indologists, particularly the late Prof. K.A. Subrahmania Iyer had already followed the line of 
inquiry based on Sanskrit concepts, and although I had some contribution to make to the 
elucidation of the concepts, there was not much benefit for me in retaining the old overall 
framework of approaching Bharl:fhari." Further Aklujkar states the problems of why he did not 
select such conceptual study for his research work, to which I think, he may be justified, but 
when I selected this special concept of kiila, as I have already stated in the preface to my thesis 
with a view to serve a special purpose. Moreover, the conceptual studies, I think, still can be 
explored, intensified in the light of modem studies and never exhausted with the study of Prof. 
Iyer. Further, the scope of my research work also lies in exploring the concept in the early, 
contemporary and later scholars in the tradition. 
7 For this section, I have made extensive use of a very valuable article 'The Nature of Time' by 
M.M. Sharif. 

8 Elea, a Greek colony in the south Italy, 500 B.C. 
9 The idea has an echo in a verse cited in the Mbh. on P.Ill.2.123: 

na vartate cakrami~ma piityate na syandante sarita~] siigariiya I 
kiltastJw 'ya1!1 lolw na vice~!itiisti yo hy eva7!1 pasyati so 'py anandhal] II 

10 M.M. Sharif in his article 'The Nature of Time' argues: "This argument is really fallacious. 
A past event when it was present was thought and spoken of because it was known in experience 
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Parmenides found a strong supporter called Zeno of Elea who 
flourished in 450 B.C. following him. He advanced four arguments 
against the possibility of time which are famous as Zeno's paradoxes. 
All his four arguments were for the reason that there is no change in 
universe, hence no motion and our experience of motion is an illusion. 
There is no change and no absolute time . 

The paradoxes of Zeno made his successors down to the present day 
realize that it was necessary to make a closer study on time. The 
further study took three distinct lines -

i) The first line of thought resolved Zeno' s paradoxes just as Zeno 
himself did by denying reality to change, space and time. 

ii) The second line of thought consisted in admitting his pre
supposition that space and time are infinitely divisible, but 
denying the validity of his argument. 

iii) The third line of thought consisted in rejection of the whole pre
supposition. 

The thinkers who adopted the above three lines of thoughts are 
correspondingly as follows: 

i) Eudemues, al-Ghazzali, Leibnitz, Me Taggart. 
ii) Aristotle, Ibn Rushd, Newton, Cantor, Bertrand Russel, Einstein 
iii) Bergson 

The study of the above thinkers can be roughly classified under two 
broad headings: illusory and real. 

Among the three lines of thought adopted by different thinkers, the 
follower of first line of thought, mainly hold the view that time is 
unreal. 

According to al-Ghazzali, time has no limits beyond the point where 
it begins and the point where it ends. Every timed object has its own 
time, its own beginning and end, and time without relation to these 
limits has no meaning. Besides being relative to the body, time is also 
relative to us. The future may itself become the past and may 
consequently be spoken of in the past tense. It is therefore, untrue of 
reality. It is subjective element added to reality to create the 
phenomenal world.ll 

Leibnitz has exactly the same position as al-Ghazzali regarding the 
nature of time. Time, he says, is not a real substance, nor an 
attributive, but it is indefinitely applicable relation of succession. It 

by direct acquaintance; when it is past, not it but its memory-image or its record is known, 
thought or spoken of and that not by aquaintance but only by description. There is no 
contradiction in believing that although the memory-image or description of a past event is does 
not exist, the past event itself may or may not exist. As the idea of change involves no 
contradiction, change is real. Parmenides could not see the distinction between our thinking and 
speaking of an event known to us by direct aquantance and our thinking and speaking of an event 
known to us only by description - a distinction has made for the first time in the human history 
by Bertrand Russel in the beginning of this century."p. 119. 
11 Tahafut al-Falasifah, Eng. tr. S.A. Kamali, 1958, p. 35 ff. (quoted in "The Nature of 
Time," p. 122.) 
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does not belong to the essence of things. Space and time are mere 
relations between phenomena and without phenomena they are mere 
abstraction. Hence, they are not aspects ofreality.12 

Me Taggart further elaborates the relativistic theory of time. 
According to him, there is no perception of time without the distinctions 
of past, present and future. Past, present and future are mere relations. 
They do not belong to time but only in relation to a knowing subject. If 
there were no knowing subjects, nothing would be in any sense past, 
present or future. Finally, time is a characteristic of appearances and 
not of reality. In reality there is no temporal change.13 

The followers of the second line of thought hold the view that time is 
real. The most prominent philosophers come under this group. 
According to Aristotle time has priority over movement, for movement 
takes place in time and not time in movement. Time is the measure of 
number of movement. Motion in time is, therefore, not an illusion but 
a reality. Time is infinite, extending infinitely into future and existing 
eternally in its own right.14 

According to Bertrand Russel, change, movement, time and space 
are real. Although he considers time and space as relations, he differs 
from others in the sense that he takes relations as real and not 
phenomenal.! s 

From Einstein onwards space and time have been viewed as relative 
even to each other, so much that one cannot be considered apart from 
the other. The three dimensional space and one dimensional time are 
treated as four dimensional space-time which is relative to the 
observer.16 The mass, space and size of an object change as the points 
and speed of the observer or the observing apparatus change. There is 
no such thing as self-subsistent mass, space, size, movement or 
duration. This is how the frrst two lines of thoughts came closer and the 
concept of relativity has gone deeper and deeper.17 

The third line of thought resolved Zeno's argument by destroying 
their foundation, that is to say, by denying the premise that time is 
infinitely divisible and can be cut into moments. 

Bergson accepts Heraclitus's (500 B.C.) theory of continual 
change. According to him, motion is something indivisible and cannot 
be validly analysed into a series of states.18 All our experiences are in 

12 Leibnitz, The Monadology etc., Eng. tr. Robert Latta, 2nd ed. 1929, p. 102ff. 

13 Tagart, M.C., The Nature of Existence, Ch. 33, 1927 (quoted in "The Nature of Time," p. 
123). 

14 Sharif, M.M., The Nature of Time, p. 124. 

15 Bertrand Russel, Our Knowledge of the External World, Lectures V and VI. 
16 Sharif, M.M., The Nature of Time, p. 126. 
17 Ibid., pp. 126-27. 

18 This idea of Bergson can very well be compared with "kriyii niima iyam atyantiiparadr~!ii na 
sakyii pi1Jtf.ibhiitii nidarsayitum." Mbh. on P.III.2.115. 
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duration and they succeed one another in such a way that one cannot at 
a given moment perceive a number of them simultaneously and yet 
distinctly. 

Bergson has refuted all the arguments of Zeno and proposed the 
third line of thought. 

Following the above mentioned three lines of thought many other 
philosophers and scientists have viewed time defferently. Among them 
Kant, Alexander, Whitehead, Bradley, Taylor, Spinoza are some of the 
prominent who have tried to analyse time in their own way. 

Kant regards time as a pure form of our intuition while space is a 
form of outer sense, time is a form of the inner sense. Time is not an 
object which can be perceived. It is "a rule of the understanding 
through which alone the existence of phenomena can receive synthetic 
unity". The distinctive feature or time is "Succession". It is that which 
makes the coming into being and passing away of things. Time is 
empirically real.19 

According to Alexander, time is the soul of the space and space-time 
is the soul of all reality. The relation between time and space, 
according to Alexander, is comparable to that between soul and body. 
There is no mere time but only space-time or time-space. This is the 
study of which all existents are composed.20 

According to Bradley, time is illusory.21 Though time is a mere 
appearance, it exists and must somehow in someway belong to our 
Absolute. 22 

The important ideas of some prominent western philosophers are 
presented here in this section. It has been observed that the western 
philosophers mainly differ on the issue whether time is an entity or not. 

2. Time in Indian Tradition 

According to some scholars, there was a distinct school of thought in 
ancient India, known as Kalavlida, which held that the ultimate cause 
of all movements of life and thought is kiila, conceived as an insentient 
power, much like the western conception of Fate, Necessity and 
Destiny, or as the supreme conscious power identical with the Absolute 
Reality, or even as a subordinate power immediately responsive to the 

19 Mahadevan, T.M.P., 'Time and Timeless,' pp. 123-24. 

20 Alexander, Space, Time and Deity, Vol. I, p. 36. 

21 Appearance and Reality, Swan Sonnenschein & Co. Ltd., London, 1908, p. 207. 
22 T.M.P. Mahadevan in his article 'Time and Timeless' remarks: ''When Bradley says that time 
is illusory, I understand; but he adds that it must belong to the Absolute, I do not. To attempt to 
relate the appearance to Reality and to characterize the relation as a belonging is, I think, an 
unwarranted procedure. From the standpoint of Absolute-if standpoint it may be called-there 
cannot be time," p. 129. 
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supreme wi11.23 But, no knowledge of that school is available except 
some references here and there. So, as usual if we go back to the 
earliest available record of human history viz. Vedas we find 
apparently divergent conceptions of time from vedic period. 

Though the term kala once occurs in IJ.gveda (10.42.9), where it is 
used in an adverbial sense .. in time,"24 the Atharvaveda, for the first 
time opens the discussion regarding time and handles time overtly as a 
concept, calling it kala. A complete silkta 'hymn' is devoted for kala 
and there it-is regarded as the creator, sustainer and destroyer of all 
objects. It is considered as the God of all25 and also the ultimate cause 
of the world.26 
Upani~ads also conceived time as a principle. But it (time) possesses 

apparent reality. From the transcendental standpoint it is unreal. But, 
in some of the Upani~ads, it is described as the ultimate principle of the 
universe. Thus, Maitri Upani$ad suggests two types of time: that 
which has parts and that which has no parts.27 Certainly, it refers to 
two kinds of time viz., empirical and transcendental time. In one 
passage of Subiila Upani$ad, it is said that Narayana himself is called 
time.28 Further, Maitri Upani$ad clearly speaks about the two forms 
of Brahman- Time (kala) and Timeless (akala).29 

The Pur~as have dealt with the two aspects of kala (time) viz. 
indivisible (akhar.uja) and divisible (kha1'}f/,a). One is indivisible, 
infinite, unconditioned and eternal and another is divisible one and 
hence non-eternal. Thus, pur~ic writers have distinguished between 
empirical and transcendental time. Some of the prominent opinions of 
prominent purii;!Jas are given below. 

Kala according to Vi$1'}Upura1'}a. neither becomes nor passes away. 30 
It is creator, sustainer and destroyer of the Universe.31 Kala as Di${a 
and Daiva has been described in the Marka1'}f/,eyapura!Ja. 32 In the 
Matsyapura!Ja the superiority of Daiva and Puru$akara has been 
discussed. 33 In the Bhiigavatapurii1'}a, kala is described as a special 

23 Introduction to Kiilasiddhiintadarsini, p. 1. 

24 According to St. Petersburg Sanskrit German Dictionary. 
25 AV. XIX, 53-54. 
26 Ibid. 

27 Maitri Upani:tad. VI.l5. 

28 Subiila Upani:tad. VI.l: kiilaiJ kalirdhiitii brahmaprajiipatir maghaviidivasas ciirthadivasas 
ca kiila/J kalpa/J. 
29 Maitri Upani:jad. VI.2; these two aspects i.e., time and timeless are also found in Chinese 
alchemy (see "The Pepresentation of Time in the Zhouyi Cantong Qi", p. 167: Like the two 
forms of Brahma, the Dao is both the Timeless and time". 

30 Vi:t1Jupurii1}a 1.2.15: ... kiilas tathiiparam. 

31 aniidibhagaviin kiilo niinto 'sya dvija vidyate I 
avyucchinniis tatas tvete sargasthityantasa,ryamii/J II (op.cit., 1.2.26) 

32 Bombay ed. Vs. 20-21. 

33 Matsyapuriil}a p. 635: 
svam eva karma daiviikhya"f!'l viddhi dehiintariiyitiim f 
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power of the Lord. It remains in a dormant and latent state at the time 
of dissolution. That sakti named after kiila impelled by God awakens 
when the new creation is contemplated.34 The Bhiigavatapurii1Ja 
accepts two kinds of time: gross and subtle,35 both knowable by 
inference only. It is time that determines all the actions that are termed 
manifest 'vyakta'. Thus, if Pralq1i is the material cause kiila is the 
efficient cause.36 Kala is also stated as aniidi (without beginning) and 
ananta (without an end) and therefore, is identified with lsvara.37 All 
the created beings are said to be under the sway of kiila. Nobody can 
escape from the clutches of kiila. The liberated souls however, are not 
affected by kiila. 38 

Of all the Purfu)as it is only the Vi$1JUpurii1Ja and Bhiigavatapurii1Ja 
which discuss the time concept in a philosophical manner. In other 
Purfu;las, kiila is praised as Deity, all-powerful and all-pervasive. 

Among the Six systems of Indian philosophy, the atheistic39 
Sfupkhya school does not accept the existence oftime.40 There are also 
several other views found within the system. According to one view, 
kiila is not altogether non-existent, and is an evolute of Pralq1i. 41 
Another view accepts time itself is Prak[ti. 42 According to some other 
view, 'action' is designated as time.43 The other view found there is
kiila is nothing besides, and independent of objects spoken of as past, 
present and future.44 The way kiila is described in the Sfup.khya school 

tasmiit purutjam eveha sretjfham iihur manitfi1Ja}J II 

34 BhiigavatapuriilJO III.8.11: 
so 'nta}J sarire 'rpitabhutasii~ma}J kiiliitmikiil!l saktim udirayiilJOIJ I 
uviisa tasmin salile pade sve yathii 'nalo diiru1Ji rutf.havirya}J 1/ 

35 BhiigavatapuriilJQ III.ll.3: 
eval!l kiilo 'py anumita}J sau~mye sthaulye ca sattama I 
sal!lsthiinabhuktyii bhagaviin avyakto vyaktubhukvibhu}J II 

36 Bhiigavatapurii1Ja XI.24.19; also Xll.3.26. 

37 Ibid. IV.11.22 and vide Sridhara's commentary on it. 

38 The idea is very common in Indian thought, particularly in Advaita philosophy. 

39 There are two schools in the Sarpkhya system -- one is atheistic and another is theistic; vide 
Siistradipikii 1.1.5: dvividhal!l sii'!lkhyaf!! seivaral!l nirisvaral!l ca. 

40 Vide Ratnaprabhii, a commentary on Siirirakabhiitjya under 11.2.1: siil!lkhyai}J kiilasyiinangi
kiiriit; also vide Sii'!lkhyatattvakaumudi under Vs. 33 for the support of this view. 

41 Vide Mrgendrav.rttidipikii X.14: 
pari1Jiima}J prthagbhiivo vyavasthiikramata}J sadii I 
bhutaitjyavartamiiniitmii kiilariipo vibhiivyate II 

42 Vide Madviiciirya's Bhiitjya on Pariisarasa'!lhitii 1.20: pradhiinaviide paficavil!lsati tattvebhya 
bahirbhiitasya kii/atattvasyiibhiiviit pradhiinam eva kiilasabdena vyavahriyatiim I 

43 Vide Yuktidipikii under Vs. 50: na kiilo niima kascit padiirtho 'sti kim tarhi kriyiisu kiila
smpjfiii. 

44 Vide Vrttiinta on Miinasolliisa of Suresvaraciirya, V s. 41: kii/ai ca bhiita'!l bhavat bhavitf}'ad 
iti vyavahriyamii1Japadiirthavyatireke1Ja na svatantro 'sti. 
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also appears that it accepts kiila as both nitya (eternal) and anitya 
(non-eternal). 45 

The theistic Sarp.khya School46 accepts /cya1Ja or moment as the 
notion of time while accepting ·muhurta, yiima etc. are mental 
constructions. 4 7 

In the Nyaya-Vaise~ika system48 kiila is considered as the eternal 
back-ground of the creative process.49 According to this system, it is 
eternal, all-pervasive and a substance. It is the instrumental cause of 
the all objects in the world.SO Further, kala is considered as the 
substratum of the Universe. s 1 The distinction in kala, such as moments 
etc. is due to its various limiting adjuncts.S2 Lastly, it is an objective 
reality according to the Naiyayikas. Kala is also inferential53 according 
to some. Vaise~ikas and Naiyayikas do accept the division of time into 
past, present and future though they accept the real time is One, 
unitary infinite and indivisible.S4 The single time obtains the 
distinctions or divisions due to its relation with events. However, the 
above positio!l of Vaise~ikas and Naiyayikas was not acceptable to 
Raghunatha Sirom~i, a prominent neo-logician (Navya-naiyiiyika) 
belonging to the 16th century. He does not accept the separate 
existence of time. He brings time under Isvara.ss 

In the M'imatp.sa School, the concept or time is treated differently by 
the two different sub-schools named after Bhattas and Prabhakaras. 56 

According to Bhana School, kala is a substcllce.S7 It is eternal and 
all-pervasive. Though it is one, it gets appellations of /cya1Ja (moment), 

45 Vide Siirrzkhyapravacanabhii~ on SiiT[ikhyasiitra II.l2: nityau yau dikkiilau tiiv iikiisaprakrti
bhiltau ... .. . yau tu khaf}rfadikkiilau tau tu tattadupiidhisal!lyogiid iikiisiid utpadyete ity artha}J. 
46 The Yoga view of Patafijali school. 

47 Piitafijalayogasiitra III.S: idiinil!l/qaf}iitirikta}J kiilo niisti muhilrtiidiriipo mahiikiilaparyanta 
iti prasangiit svasiistrasiddhiintam avadhiirayati. muhilrtiihoriitriidayo buddhilwlpita samiihiira 
eva. 
48 The views of the two systems are taken together here because they share a common view 
regarding the concept of time; vide Nyiiyamafijarf II.5: samiinatantre dikkiilau vaitanyena 
vicintitau/ tanneha likhyate loke dve~yii hi bahubhii~if}Q}J II 
49 Nyiiyalwndali (p. 22): sarve~iil!l sal!lyoginiirrz milrtadravyaniimiikiisa... elm iidhiira ity 
arthah. 
50 V~isesesilwsiitra II.2.29; also vide NS. 11.1.23. 

51 Bhm;~;uriccheda, 45: janyiiniirrz janalw}J kiilo jagatiim iiSraya mata}J I 

52 Ibid., 46: paratviiparatvadhihetu}J. 

53 Jayantabha!J;a was not very strict in this regard since he says: siddha}J kii/a$ ciilqu~o vii 
laingiko vii tanniiniitval!l siddham aupiidhilwrrz ca. (NM. II.5). 
54 Ibid.; also vide NK. (p. 66): kiilalingiiniil!l pariipariidipratyayiiniim avise~iid bhediiprati
piidalw-tviid afijasii mukhyayii vrttyii kiilasyailwtve siddhe niiniitvopaciiriin niiniitvavyapadesa}J. 
55 Vide Padiirthatattvaniriipal}am (p. 2-3): dikkiilau ne$variid atiricyate miiniibhiiviit. tattan
nimittavise~asamavadhiinavasiit tattat kiiryavise~iif}iim utpatte}J. 
56 The difference between these two schools is, they hold two divergent theories about the 
sentence interpretation. The theories of Bhii!l;as and Prabhiikaras are known as abhihitiinvayaviida 
and anvitiibhidhiinaviida respectively. 
57 Vide Miinaneyodaya under Prameyapariccheda: 

pari1Jiimagu7Jiidhiirarrz dravyarrz dravyavido vidu}J I 
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miisa (month) etc. on account of the limiting adjuncts. 58 Again, kala, 
though all-pervasive in character, is conditioned by extraneous 
adjuncts. The Bhanas believe that kiila is perceptible by all six 
senses.59 · 

In the Prabhakara School kiila is regarded as one, eternal and all
pervading as in the V aise~ika School. 60 According to Prabhakara also 
kala is perceptible and with apparent divisions though it is one. 

There are different schools in the Vedanta itself. According to 
Advaita Vedanta, kiila does not enjoy any independent status.61 It is 
dependent on the nature of events. In Advaita Vedanta, Brahman is the 
highest reality. It is non-temporal and non-spatial.62 Brahman is the 
only eternal reality. Time, space and causality are taken to be 
categories or empirical reality only. Kala is also sometimes considered 
as identical with avidya.63 Some Vedantins have considered kiila as 
identical with miiyii. 64 Therefore, a separate existence of time is also 
not sometimes acceptable to Advaita Vedanta.65 However, Vedantins 
have accepted its empirical existence and supported it as a perceptible 
entity.66 

Other branches of Vedanta also have discussed the concept in their 
own way. The Visi~~dvaita School ofRamanuja accepts three Realities, 
namely, Cit, A cit and ]§vara. The A cit is divided into three: Suddha
sattva, Misra-sattva and Sattva-sunya. Time comes under Acit or an 
unconscious substance. It is the cause of the modification of Prakrti 
and is itself modified as kalii, ~!hii etc. It is eternal. It is the body of 
the lsvara and field of his activity.67 Some are of the opinion that kiila 
is comprehensible by the six senses. 68 According to some, it is one and 

prthivisalilaf!l teja]J pavamiinas tamas tathii II 
vyomakiiladigiitmiino mana/;! sabda iti kramiit I 
ekiidasavidhaf!l caitat kumiirilamate sthitam II 

58 kiilasyiipi vibhutve 'py aupiidhilw bhedavyavahiiro 'sti. (op.cit., II.22). 

59 sa ca kiila/;1 ~aljindriyagriihya/;1. (op. cit., pp. 189-90) also vide Siistradipikii under 1.1.5 and 
Advaitasiddhi 1 under paricchinnahetu. · 

60 Vide Tantrarahasya of Ramanuja under Prameyapariccheda: tatra ciibhyupagamasiddhiinta
nyiiyena kiil}iidatantrasiddha eva prameyavargo 'ngikriyate, tasya tatpratipiidaniirthaf!l prabrtta
tviit, na tu prthag atra vyutpiidyate. 
61 Vide SBh. on Miil}{iukyopani~ad 11. 
62 Ibid. 

63 Vide Siddhiintabindu Vs. 8: kiilas tu avidyeva tasyii eva sarviidhiiratviit. 

64 mayaiva kala iti vediintina/;1 (Joe. cit.). 

65 dikkiilo tv apramiil}ilwtviin noktau. (Joe. cit.). 

66 Vide Vediintaparibhii~ii under pramiilalcyal}a: niropasyiipi kiilasya indriyavedyatviibhyupa
gamena dhiiriibiihikabuddher api piirvapiirvajfiiiniivi~ayatattat/qal}avise~aviSi~tavise~akatvena 
na tatriivyiipti}J. 

67 Vide Tattvatraya under AcitprakaraT_Ia: sattvasunya'!l kiila]J. ayaf!l ca pralqtipriilqtiiniif!l pari
l}iimahetu}J ka/iikii~[hiidirUpeT_Ia pariT_IQ/0 nitya iSvarasya krf{_/iiparikara}J sarira'!l Ca. 
68 Vide Vediintavadiivalissiddhiintaiddhiifijana under Jarj.apariccheda: aya'!l ca kiila]J ~arj.
indriyavedya/;1. ghata/;1 sann iti cii/qu~iidipratite/;1 sarvasiddhatviit, tatra sattvasya kiilasam
bandhitvamiitraropavattviit. 
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all-pervading. It gets appellations of moment (lqa7Ja) on account of the 
limiting adjuncts69 of solar motion. 

According to Vallabha's Suddhadvaita School, kala is not distinct 
from Brahman. It is Brahman itself70 and its empirical divisions or 
limitations are caused by the solar motion. 

The Dvaita School of Madhavacarya believes that kiila is the 
substance. 71 This school does not accept the one (single) time. Time is 
many according to the acaryas of this school. 72 According to some of 
the acaryas, kiila is created and destroyed; hence it is non-eternal. 73 
Some other acaryas of this school hold the view that even if time is 
created by God it is eternal and a continuumJ4 It is also perceptible 
through sense organs. 7 s 

In the Dvaitadvaita school of Nimbarka, kiila has been defined as a 
non-sentient substance. 76 The three categories viz. Cit, A cit and Maya 
of which Acit is devided into pralqta, apralqta, and kiila. It is 
described as eternal, all-pervasive and special cause of the usage of 
past, present and future. No further details are found in this school. 

Now, we will deal with the discussion on time in the unorthodox or 
atheist school of Indian philosophy. There are three schools of such 
atheist philosophy in India i.e., Jainism, Buddhism and the system of 
Carvaka. 

To start with, there are two sects of Jainism viz. Digambaras and 
SveHimbaras of which Digambaras accept time77 whereas 
Svetambaras do notJB Those who accept time, describe time as a 
substance among other five substances. It is described as the 
accompanying cause (Sahakiirikiira7Ja) of the modification of Prakrti. 
Jaina thought maintains that there are two kinds of kiila (time) 
Vyavaharakiila (empirical time) and Niscayakiifa79 (transcendental 
time). Niscayakiila is the substratum of the Vyavaharakiila. It is 
eternal. This Vyavahara-kiila is also known as Samaya. It is dependent 

69 aya'!l ca kiilonityo vibhur eka eva, /qal}adivyavaharas tu ekasyiipi upa.dhibheda.d utpadyate. 
(loc. cit.) 

70 Vide Vidvanmru.tc;lana's commentary on Srimadbhagavadgita Il.32: yadi i$varasyapi brahma
tvam eva manuse tada om iti briimah. ata eva kiilo 'sti iti. 

71 Vide Padii~thasa1flgraha of Padmanabha: tatra dravyal}i paramatmalalqmijfvavyafcrtiikiisa
pra/qtigul}Qtrayamahattattvaha1flkiiratattvabuddhimanaindriyamatrabhfttabrahmal}rjavidyiindhak 
aravasanakiilaprativimbabheda.d vi1fl8atir eva. 

72 Vide KSD., p. 90: sa ca kiila}} nakhal}t}a}} kintu /qal}alava.dyanekariipa/J. 

73 kiila8 cayam utpattivinasavan ata eva anitya/J. (loc. cit.). 

74 Vide ibid. p. 91: kiilo 'yam utpattivinasaman api nitya/J pravahariipel}a, tannityatvaprati
piidakaSrutismrtyiidaya8 caivam eva sU1flgacchante. 
75 Vide Padarthasa1flgraha under Indriyaprakaral}Q: atmii mana/J kiiliidaya/J salqa.d eva sii/qil}o 
vi~ayii/J sabdadayas tu bahirindriyadvarii. 
76 Vide Vedantasaurabha, a commentary on Brahmasfttra 1.1.1. 
77 Vide Tattviirthasfttra 38: kiila8 ca. 

78 Vide, a different reading by Svetambara on the same sfttra: kiila8 ca ity eke. 
79 Vide KSD, p. 102. 
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on Niscayakiila for the determination of its measure. Vyavaharakiila 
has a beginning and end, whereas Niscayakiila is eternal and infinite. 
It is the substratum of all changes and transformation. It also causes 
growth in young age and old age. Kala undergoes change, growth and 
decay.80 It is also an independent entity. The smallest unit of kiila is 
called samaya. Vyava-harakiila consists of infmite samaya. 

In Buddhism, there are four sects i.e., Sautrantika, Vaibha~ika, 
Madhyamika, Yogacara. But, so far as the time-concept is concerned, 
it is said that Buddhists have not accepted kala. 81 According to them, 
everything is momentary. They believe in /cyal}abhanguravada 'an 
object exists only for a moment after which it becomes another object'. 
Some of the Buddhists accept only the subjective view of it and thus, 
according to them, time is not an objective reality. However, three 
divisions of time are accepted82 in Buddhism. 

In the Lokayata or system of Carvaka, the concept of time is not 
discussed. They accept four bhiitas i.e., earth, water, air and fire only. 

In the great epics of India i.e., the Ramayal}a and the 
Mahabharata, the various aspects of time have been depicted. In the 
Mahabharata, kiila is described as a cause of happiness and misery of 
the Universe.83 Kala consumes everything. There are two aspects of 
time accepted by the Mahabharata viz. absolute and conditioned. 
Absolute time is without origination and decay whereas the conditioned 
time is divided into days, months and years. The regulative aspect of 
time is also traced there. Time as human exertion is emphasized in both 
the epics. Kala is also considered as bhavitavya or fate in different 
contexts of the Mahabharata. Sometimes it is considered as a Hatha or 
power (force) there.84 · 

Among the Smrfis, Manusmrfi gives some idea about time. The 
single time is also traced with empirical one and its divisions. 85 In the 
Vi~usmrti, kiila is described as mightier than God. 86 Time consumes 
even God. 

In the Bhagavatgfta, Kr~~a himself says that he is the time itself. 87 
He is the all-faced sustainer of the Universe. Kala is described both as 
creative and destructive force. 

The Agama literature in India also can be traced very well for the 
present study. There are a lot of references with regard to the concept 
of time we come across in those texts. 

80 Tattviirthasfltra III.27. 

81 Vide Madhyamako.kiirikii under Kiilapari7qii, Ch. 21; also vide Siviirkama1Jidipikii Il.2.19: 
baudhamate vastutah kiilo niisti. 
82 Abhidhamma V.-25-26. 
83 Mahiibhiirata I (Adiparvan). 

84 Ibid. III.32 and XIL21. 

85 Vide Manusmrti 1.24: kiilal!l kiilavibhaktil!ls ca nalcyatriiTJi grahiil!IS tathii I 

86 Vide Vi~TJusm.rti Ch. XX. 
87 Bhagavadgitii X.33. 
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Among the Agamas, Pratyabhijiiiidarsana, a school of Kiismfra
saiviigama, has dealt with the concept in little similar manner in which 
Bhart:fhari deals with it. According to this school, kiila is one of the five 
products of mayiisakti, namely, kala, vidyii, raga, kiila and niyati. 
These are called Kaiicuk~a{ka along with the Miiyiisakti. Kala is the 
cause of sequence among the existents which are known and cease to 
be known. It is the cause of temporal order; the past, the present and 
the future. The five saktis mentioned above are in no way different 
from !Svarecchii or the will of God and this again is not different from 
kriyii. About kiila it is said that it has no existence outside the 
cognizer. 88 

According to M_rgendriigama, kiila is non-pervasive and perishable. 
It is manifold and of three kinds. The Saktas believe that this world is 
a product of reflection of Citi and hence unreal. They don't accept the 
existence of time. 89 The Nakulisapiisupata school does not seem to 
accept kiila as an independent entity. The padiirthas accepted in the 
school do not include kiila. 90 To the Dvaitasaktas, kiila is beginningless 
and endless. It is all-pervasive. It is limited in the form of /qaiJa and 
limits the objects also.91 In Prapaiicasiira, three existent things are 
admitted viz. matter, soul and time. The Absolute Reality viewed as 
Pralq-ti, is pure consciousness and is the origin of all things. When kiila 
acts on the lower Pralq-ti, it is split up into three forms viz. Bindu, 
Niida and Bfja. In the Trika literature, kiila is described as the 
supreme freedom of the Absolute 'Parama-Siva'. 

The concept of time found in the secular literature is also note
worthy from many points. First of all, in the Carakasalf'lhita, kiila is 
accepted as one of the nine substances, namely, earth, water, fire, air, 
sky, time, space, soul and mind.92 Caraka has further divided 
substances into sentient 'cetana' and non-sentient 'acetana' of which 
soul is the only sentient and rest others including kiila are non-sentient. 
It seems that kiila is one according to Caraka. 

According to Qal:tllai)acarya, a commentator of the Susruta-Sarrzhitii, 
kiila is a modification of Prakrti only. 

Though in the Kamasiitra of Vatsyayana the reference to the concept 
of kiila is not found, but it is said there that kiila is the cause of all 
good, bad, victory or defeat etc. But, in the commentary Jayamangalii 
(of Y asodhara) time is said to be eternal and is called a substance. 93 

88 Vide livarapratyabhijfiiivimarsifJi ill.l.9: kiila!J kramamiisiitrayiin pramiitari vijrnzbhamiirJaiJ 
tadanusiirerJa prameye 'pi prasarati. 
89 Vide Tripuriirahasya IV.99: ekarilpiipi citi/J sviitantryahetuta!J sviintarvibhiivayed biihyam 
iidarse gaganaf!l yathii niisti cetyaf!l citer anyat darpafJe prativimbavat. 
90 Vide KSD, p. 64. 

91 Vide Piiriinandasiitra 5: kiila/J paricchedaka!J pricchinnas ca. 

92 Vide Carakasiitra 1.48: khiidiny iitmii mana!J kiilo disaS ca dravyasaf!!graha/J. 

93 Vide Jayamangalii (Siidhaniidhikaraf}am) Ch. 2, under Viitsyiiyanasiitra, tat sarvaf!! kiila
kiiritam: kiilo niima dravyapadiirtha!J nitya]J. 
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The Astronomers believe that kala is nothing but the movement of 
the planets and stars etc.94 

In the Yogaviisi~tha. a detailed description of kala is given in the 
VairiigyaprakaralJ.a (sargas 23-26). Mumulcyuprakara1Ja and Utpatti
prakara7Ja. It is the Universal force that creates. sustains and destroys 
the Universe.95 Various aspects of kala i.e .• daiva. krtanta. bhavitavya 
and puru$akara are dealt here. In this. the relativity aspect of time and 
space is emphasized. It is contended that the existence of time and 
space depends on thoughts. A moment is conceived as a kalpa and a 
kalpa is conceived as a moment under changing modes of 
consciousness.96 Thus. it is very important from the modern 
comparative view with the latest discoveries of modem Physics. 

According to the grammatical school. time is understood as a 
component of a verbal meaning. In Bhat1:fhari • s Viikyapadiya. it is said 
as the independent power of Sabdabrahman. 97 It is one of the most 
important powers of Sabdabrahman. Kiila has also different sub
powers in it through which it functions. Kiila is also sometimes 
described as kriyii in some places in the grammatical school. An 
elaborative discussion on the issues according to the Vaiyiikara7Jas will 
be found in the forthcoming chapters. The subsequent section deals 
with a survey of research based on the modem studies on time. 

3. Time in Indian Grammatical Tradition: A Survey 

The present survey is based on modem studies relating to the views of 
Indian grammarians from P~ini to Nagesa on time. Their contribution 
to the development of the concept of time is also discussed here. 

a. Pioneering works in the P~ian studies 
dealing with the concept of time 

There are a few works in P~inian studies which have taken the 
concept into consideration. It is mainly the studies on Bharlfhari which 
have a larger claim for such contribution. Apart from that there are a 
few works which discuss the problem with reference to various other 
aspects of considerations (i.e .• morphological and syntactical) fo-qnd in 
the tradition. 

94 Vide Nyiiyamafijari 1.1.5: na devadattiidiparispandanibandhanii/J ... sa eva grahatiiriidipari
spanda/J kala ity ucyate. tatkrtya eviiyaf!l yiimiihoriitramiisiidivyavahiiral; . ... kiilavidas ca jyotir 
gal}llkiiS ca evainaf!l budhyante. 
95 Yogaviisi~{ha 1.23.1. 

96 Vide ibid. 111.20.29: yathaitatpratibhiimiitraf!l jagat sarvabhiisanam. 

97 VP. 1.3: adhyiihitakaliif!l yasya kiilasaktim upiisritii/J I 
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Subramania Iyer has edited the Viikyapadfya with English 
translation98 and notes. Iyer's edition of VP. serves a proper 
introduction to the study of Bhartrhari. His monograph on Bha:I1fhari99 
is a noteworthy contribution in the field of studies on Indian Semantics. 
Iyer is thus mainly responsible for boosting the studies in Bhaitfhari 
during the last two decades. His work has prepared a good background 
for the further studies. It has helped the scholars to understand the 
traditional commentaries like Prakiisa of Helaraja which otherwise 
would have been difficult. 

Another work important for the present study is by Peri Sarveswar 
Sharma who has translated the Kiilasamuddesa of the Viikyapadfya 
into English together with Helaraja's commentary for the first time; 1oo 
of course, whose background was already prepared by Iyer. However, 
he has provided a good introduction to the work. 

Here, Gaurinath Shastri deserves a special mention for his pioneering 
work called The Philosophy of Word and Meaning101 (1959) which 
was written much earlier to the above mentioned contributions to the 
studies on Bha:I1fhari. It is an important work in the field of Semantics. 

If we go back further, we find an early work called Kiila
siddhiintadar8inf exclusively dealing with the concept written (in 
Sanskrit) by Harana Chandra Bhattacharyal02 (1941). The work is an 
attempt to take a kind of collective Indian views on time. 
Mahamahopadhyaya Gopinatha Kaviraja's forward to this book throws 
some light in this direction. 

In 1977, Virendra Sharma published a critical survey of 
Sambandha-samuddesa103 where he has tried to discuss the issues in 
the light of earlier discussion where he has shown his disagreement in 
some points with the views of the earlier scholars like Gaurinatha 
Shastri and Subramania Iyer. So far as the concept of time is 
concerned, it has discussed some related issues. 

The book The Meaning of Tenses and Moods104 (1978) by 
Jayashree Gune has helped scholars to understand KaUJ).<PibhaWt's 
notion of time. 

Apart from the above mentioned important works, there are a few 
other books and articles written by J.M. Shukla on 'The Concept of 
Time according to Bhar1:fhari'lOS highlighting various points. Satyavrat 
in a series of articles collected the various views on time found in the 

98 Vide Bibliography. 

99 Bhartrhari, Subrahmania lyer, Deccan College, Pune, 1969. 
100 Vide Bibliography. 

101 Vide Bibliography. 
102 Vide Bibliography. 
103 Vide Bibliography. 

104 Vide Bibliography. 

105 Vide Bibliography. 
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classical literature and discussed the views of Pataiijali and Bharlfhari 
elaborately)06 He has also pointed out some textual problems in the 
Dik and Kalasamuddesas with references to their editions and 
commentaries)07 Ramsuresh Tripathy discussed the grammarians' 
view, in his book called Samslqta Vyakarm:za DarsanalOB (in Hindi). 
Satyakama Verma in his book Vyakara7Ja ki Darsanika Bhumikii109 
(in Hindi) discussed some points underlying the tenses and Moods of 
the grammarians. Srimannarayana Murthi in the articles 'The concept 
of Time according to Bhartrhari'llO and 'The Divisions of Time 

·according to Indian Grammarians'lll discussed some relevant 
points)12 George Cardona's article "A Path Still Taken: Some Early 
Indian Arguments Concerning Time" (1991), deals with the treatment 
of time both as a syntactic and semantic category by the Indian 
grammatical tradition. The paper mainly deals with some discussions 
concerning time found in Patafijali's Mahabhii§ya with parallel 
discussions in V aise~ika, Nyaya and Madhyamika works. It sets forth 
certain objections by the Buddhists to the views of Bhartfhari and tries 
to resolve them. The contribution of the paper also lies in the 
identification of some principal issues concerning time, such as whether 
to grant a separate ontological status to time and if so, what accounts 
for its divisions? and so on. Further, Cardona strongly believes that the 
discussions found in the Mahabha§Ya is not necessarily of Patafijali, 
but emerged out of discussions during those times which Patafijali 
knew and incorporated them. 

Thus, the above studies have tried to discuss the views from different 
points of view. 

b. Works on Pfu)ini, Katyayana and Patafijali 

Bhattacharya in his book Kalasiddhantadarsinf states that neither 
Pfu).ini nor Katyayana has discussed the philosophy of time.ll3 J.M. 
Shukla also holds the same view.114 Kanitakar in his article 'Pa7Jinfye 
kiilaviicakasabdab' stated the reason why Pfu)ini has not discussed 
time. Laddu in his article 'Pfu).ini and akiilakaf!l vyakara7Jam'115 has 

106 Vide Bibliography tmder Satyabrat. 

107 The text of the Dik and Kiilasamuddesa ofthe Viikyapadfya and its commentary, Essays on 
lndology, Delhi, pp. 42-45. 

108 Vide under Kiilaviciira, pp. 205-244. 
109 Vide under Kiila Bhiiva aur Lakiira, pp. 42-45. 
110 Vide Bibliography. 
111 Vide Bibliography. 

112 Murti has classified and discussed the different words expressive of time found in the 
grammatical literature. 
113 Vide KSD. p. 23(fn.). 

114 Vide Shukla, 'The Concept of Time according to Bhartfhari,' p. 379. 
115 Vide Bibliography. 
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discussed the statement found in the Kiisikii: 'Pii1Jinyupajfiam 
akiilakam vyiikara1Jam' (under P.2.4.21). The traditional meaning 
understood from the above statement is: Pfu).ini for the first time has 
formulated a grammar where the consideration of time is absent. 
However, Laddu has rejected this traditional interpretation and made 
several possible suggestions for the meaning/s to be understood from 
the Kiisikii statement. He interprets the term aka/aka in the following 
ways: 1) Pfu).ini's grammar is spotless (akiilaka) 2) It spread over 
kiilikavana 3) Pfu).ini's grammar was not restricted to one period of 
time. Kanitakar in his article 'Pii1Jiniye Kiilaviicakasabdiil;' 116 takes a 
note of various words expressive of time found used by Pfu).ini in his 
A~{iidhyiiyf. 

c. Works dealing with Bharl:fhari 

There are quite a few works dealing with the concept of time according 
to Bhartrhari. Some works are based on comparison between 
Bhartfhari and other thinkers. For instance, Satyavrat in his article 
'The concept of time according to Bhartrhari' finds resemblance of the 
two powers of time accepted by Bhartrhari viz. pratibandha and 
abhyanujfiii with the two powers i.e., vilcyepa and iivara1Ja of 
Vedantins.117 On the contrary, Gaurinatha Shastri in many points 
differentiates the position of Bhartrhari from that of 'Sankariidvaita' 
'monism of Sa.Iikara' e.g., he argues against the equation of kiila§akti 
of Bhartrhari with avidyii of Sailkara.118 Similarly, about miiyii, 
Gaurinatha Shastri in the same book opines that miiyii is not the 
Absolute in the system of Sa.Iikara and consequently it is regarded as 
false; but according to grammarians time is identical with Eternal 
Verbum which means it is real)19 Muralidhar Mishra also in his 
article 'Lakiiriirthaviciiral;' discusses this point and differentiates miiyii 
of Sailkara from kiila§akti of Bh3ft!itari120 and proves the monistic 
position of Bhartrhari. Bhattacharya also discusses the position of 
Sailkara and Bhartrhari with respect to their respective stand-points 
and points out the difference.121 

However, G. Shastri has found out some close relation between 
Pratyabhijfia school and Bharl:fhari 's philosophy. According to him the 
relation between Parama§iva and Vimarsa in the Pratyabhijfia School 
corresponds to that between Sabdabrahman and kiila§akti)22 

116 Vide Bibliography. 
117 Vide p. 70. 

118 Vide G. Shastri, The Philosophy of Word and Meaning, pp. 13-14. 
119 Ibid., p. 19. 

120 Vide Mishra, Muralidhar, 'Lakiiriirthaviciira/J,' p. 3. 
121 Vide KSD., p. 28. 

122 Vide The Philosophy of Word and Meaning, p. 18. 
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Bhattacharya also finds similarities of thought between these two 
schools. He is of the opinion that Kiismirasaiviigama owed much to 
Bhartrhari so far as the power of Sabdabrahman is concerned.123 In 
contrast, Peri Sarveswar Sharma believes that Bhar1:fhari's philosophy 
might have been influenced especially by the Saiva and Vaigtava 
sectarian teachings, because both the schools regard time as either 
identical with, or as a power of Siva or Vi~l).u.124 However, Sharma 
has not provided any external evidence for holding such view. He has 
not gone into the antiquity of the two schools of thought as it is found 
in the existing literature today to strengthen his assumption. Ramsuresh 
Tripathy also in his book Salflskrta Vyiikara1Ja Darsana shows some 
resemblance of thought between these two; for instance, both of them 
accept time as an independent power, kiila is not a substance according 
to both and sequence (krama) is an inherent power of time acceptable 
to both of them)ZS However, Virendra Sharma in his book Viikya
padiyasambandhasamuddesa opines that these two philosophies are 
essentially different though they have some apparent resemblance.126 

It is an important point to be noted here that Peri Sarveswar Sharma 
in the introduction to his book The Kiilasamuddesa of Bhartrhari 's 
Viikyapadiya, mentioned some borrowings from Bhartrhari 's Viikya
padiya by Dignaga, a Buddhist logician. Sharma opines that such 
borrowing has helped us in deciding the date of Bhar1:fhari and to know 
the importance of the Sambandhasamuddda for the understanding of 
the concept of time.127 

About the relationship between Sabdabrahman and its powers, 
Sarveswar Sharma in his article 'The idea of power (saktz) in the 
Viikyapadiya' says that the powers of Brahman are like the head of 
Rahu (riihob sirab). Here, he classifies the powers of Sabdabrahman 
into two: 1) direct powers and 2) indirect powers,128 to which I think, 
they are not indirect powers but sub-powers or minor powers. 

Whether kiilaSakti is different from kriyii (action) and movements or 
not is a broad question in the grammatical school to which G.Shastri 
has also given his thought. On this point he remarks that it is only 
natural that the ordinary cognizer is led to think of an identity between 
the two. But, the more intelligent and discerning mind never mistakes 
kiilaSakti for action.129 

123 Vide KSD., p. 28. 

124 Vide Sharma, The Kiilasamuddesa of Bhartrhari 's Viikyapadiya, p. 34. 

125 Vide Tripathy, Saf!!skrta Vyiikara!Ja Dariana, p. 218. 

126 Vide Sharma, Virendra, Viikyapadfya-sambandhasamuddesa, pp. 454-455. 

127 The Kiilasamuddesa ofBhartrhari's Viikyapadiya, p. 34. 

128 Vide Sharma, 'The Idea of Power (sakti) in the Viikyapadiya,' pp. 75-76. 

129 The Philosophy of Word and Meaning, p. 34. 
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d. Works dealing with the later grammatical School 

Jayashree Gune in her introduction to the book The Meaning of Tenses 
and Moods has discussed about Ka~~abhatta's opinion regarding the 
controversy that is whether time is a denoted or implied meaning of 
lakiiras)30 Ramsuresh Tripathy in his book Saf!lskrta Vyiikara7Ja 
Darsana stated some views of Kaiyata on time.131 About Nagesa's 
position in this regard is discussed by many critics. All of them have 
agreed on one point, namely, that Nagesa's opinion on time has gone 
against the tradition. Among the scholars, Bhattacharya, Tripathy, and 
some others also hold the view that Nagesa is influenced by the Yoga 
view of time.132 

e. General observations 

Apart from some suggestions here and there, the above mentioned 
studies have not considered the complete spectrum of time aspects with 
a holistic approach towards the concept in the tradition. For instance, 
many of them have described the facts as they are existing in the 
primary texts. The fundamental issues are discussed with a partial and 
incomplete treatment. 

Gaurinath Shastri deals with the problems critically, yet leaves 
many important points for further research and investigation. The 
scholars of grammar and philosophy are indebted to Iyer for preparing 
a good background of Bhartrhari studies, yet as he himself says that he 
is not satisfied with the commentaries, editions available to him, and 
there are corrupt readings; obscurity still persisting in texts to be 
correctly handled by the forthcoming researchers. Peri Sarveswar 
Sharma has not been able to decide the background of Bhartrhari's 
conception of time and Satyavrat in a series of articles has only 
summed up the views about time already existing in earlier works. 
Finally, Srimannarayana Murthi in his article 'The Divisions of Tune 
according to Indian Grammarians' draws a conclusion that the 
interchangeability of tenses and moods is found in the classical 
literature, to which we can say as partial conclusion.133 

130 Vide Gune, The Meaning of Tenses and Moods, pp. 5-12. 
131 Saf!ISkrta Vyiikara7Ja Darsana, p. 210. 

(to be continued) 

132 Vide KSD., pp. 28-29; vide Mishra, Muralidhar, 'lAkiiriirthaviciiral;', p. 4; vide Tripathy, 
Sal!lskrta Vyiikara7Ja Darsana, p. 214; vide Mandal, A Comparative Study of the Concepts of 
Space and Time in Indian Thought, p. 121. 
133 Such interchangeability of tenses is also found in the Vedic literature, vide P.III.4.6 
(chandasi lunlanlita/;), P.ill.4.7 (linarthe le!). 
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